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t	 ' ^:5. TPACT

r	 ^^

A detailed account is given of the energetic electron and pr^lzpn
populations as observed with Voyagers 1 and 2 during their passes through the
dawn magnetotail of Jupiter. In general the results of the Pioneer 10 pass at
900 to the Jupiter-Sun line have been confirmed and ext^jhded ► The region
between 20 and 150 kJ is dominated by a thin plasma sheet, and open field
lines were observed at 42 RJ at a magnetic latitude of only 150 . Trapped
energetic electron and proton fluxes reach their maximum in the plasma sheet
and decrease rapidly even a few degrees away from it. The spectra of trapped

E	 protons can be represented by an exponential in rigidity and have a

r , characteristic energ f z!of - 50 keV. proton anisotropies in the plasma sheet
were'.^onsistant with:-torotation even at 100 R d , but the preliminaryo analysis
is not yet concl,usve+'A major proton acceleration event as well as se veral
cases of .field-aligned proton streaming were observed. Comparable proton
fluxes were observed in the plasma sheet by Voyagers 1 and 2. The fluK.of

I

	

	 7 0.4 Mev protons decreases by, three orders of magnitude between 20 and 90 Rj
and then remains relatively constant to the boundary layer near the
Magnetopause. Between,^,20 and 30 It in the anti-solar direction, the trapping
region has a latitudinal extent which is comparable to that observed during
the i.nbaund ;pass at -300 solar aspect. The plasma sheet. positions in the
magnetotail can be represented by a distorted disk which rotates about the
Jovian spin axis. Fine structure in the .data indicate longitudinal
asymmetries with respect to the dipole orientation. Electron spectra in the
outer magnetosphere,, the magnetosheath and'laterpl,anetary space ar& modulated
by the Jovian:, l.oagi.tude relative to the subsoUr point; this confirms the
Pioneer 10 and 11 results.
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Introducc, on

The Voyager I and 2 passes by Jupiter offered the first opportunity since

1974 to perform in situ investigations of the Jovian magnotoophere, The

cosmic ray subsystem (CRS) observed energetic electrons and protons between

0.4 and 10 MeV and ions above 1.8 MeV /nucleon, The latter results are
"A

d,escri,VP,4 in the companion paper. While the outbound trajectory passed

through the dawn magnetotail, 
a 

previously unexplored region, the inbound
u

trajectory Orough the subsolar 'hemisphere followed relatively closely the

path previously taken by Pioneers 10 and 11 (Figs 1), Summaries , of thq1new

results were publistfed by Vogt et al. (1.979ab).

The two passes through the subsolar hemisphere confirmed in 
general the

Pioneer results (a summary and references to the Pioneer results ark given in

the review article by Goertz and Thomsen, 1979). A?(axpected, the

m,agnetopause position was variable and several crossings were obseryed between

45 and 80 Rj (Jupiter radii). In the outer magnetosphere (>45 Rd) fluxes•of

low energy protons (0.4 to 3 MeV) were variable but showed no consistent 10-

hour modulation. High-energy electrons (>8 MeV) did show a modulation which

was in phase with prediction from the so-called albck model (Chenette t al,,

1974; Smith et al., 1976).

Inside 40 Rj , a well-developed Jurrent sheet was encountered which,-was

closely aligned with the magnetic equator. Because of the 10.4 0 tilt between

the"magnotie dipole and Jupiter's spin axis,,this current sheet moved up and
Q

down with Jupiter's 10-hour period.' Since Voyager was always within 5 0 of tyre

equator, two crossings occurred every 10 hours. Fluxes of both energetic electrons

and protons peaked at the magnetic equator. In the case of Voyager 1 0 the proton

fluxes observed at the crossing 'Lhear XIII 300 9 (1965) were 30 to 70% more

intense than those a lhsociated with the crossing near A	 1000. No such



consistent difference was present in the Voyager 2 data. The Voyager I

observations suggest that an asymmetry exists at times In the flux of trapped

energetic particles which may be associated with the so-called active and

inactive hemispheres (Vasyliunas, 1975; Desslar, 1978).

In the Inner magnetosphere, absorption features in the low energyproton

population (-2 MaV) were associated with Ganymade, Europa and to, During its

rebound pass, Voyager 2 came within 63,000 km of Ganymada; the large disturbances

in the proton, flux which correlate with similar disturbances in magnetic field

and plasma parameters have. 	 ascribed 
0 a possible wake created by 04nymodele

h
motion through 

the 
magna ton pher15?'p lasma (Hurlaga at al., 1980). Naar Ganymede.1 a

orbit o Umpson at al. (1975) had 4evi6usly,obbdrved with Pioneer 11 numerous

burats of ^l MOV protons which typical-ly lastod le- a than 1 minute,, but 044

magnetic field signature observed at the same time was quite different (Itivalson

and Wing, 1976) from that observed by Voyager 2.,, As already noted from Pioneer

data, the lo-aasociate4'dearease in proton flux starts at L w 6.2, well outside

of Io l a orbit slid appears to be primarily due to interactions with the To plasma

torus rather than geometric absorptiq^ii by to itself.

The major now region investigated, and to bo-'discussed in this paper, is the

down, magnetotail (Fig. 1 ) Table 1).	 The Pioneer 10 and Voyager outbound passes

provide data 1;etween -1000 and -1350 from the Jupitar-Sun line all the way out to

the magnetopause and in the anti-solar direction (f4idnight) at 21 Rj •	 As in the

case-of Pioneer 10, we found a thiwplasma cheat at the magnetic equator wliieh

was already well developed near 23 Rj ,	 Sharp flux maxima. 	 proton and alectron,

(0 MaV) population occurred near the sheet and permitted us to follow t"he
Z7 thesheet out to 160 Rj -	 At a latitude of -150 away from "posit4on of the plas	 M

plasma sheet, the proton flux dropped to its interplanetary value*

The proton spectra observed,in the , magnetotail agreed generally with those

..........
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observed during the outbound pass of Pioneer 10; however, we have now spectra

measured in different directions relative to the magnetic field. Most of the

time, observed spectral differences are small and reflect the affects of

corotation and of spatial gradients of the proton spectrum. At times, the plasma

sheet was active and quite different spectra were observed parallel and

perpendicular to the field. Proton streaming along the field and Away from

Jupiter was observed on several occasions with anisotropies its high 
as 

400:1. In

the plasma sheet at 155 P.., Voyager 2 observed a very anisotropie (20:1) proton

flow which was apparently accompanied by a super Alfvenic flow of an oxygen-

sulfur plasma away from Jupiter (Krimigis, et at. 1980).

The many new observations of the plasma sheet position place additional

constraints on the models developed after the Pioneer missions. Out data agree

best with a model that involves a gradual bending of the plasma sheet towards the

Jovigraphic equAor (Br:Ldge et. al., 1979). Since a much smaller or no bending

was observed with Pioneer-10, we have to assume that conditions in the plasma

sheet changed between 1973 and x97.9. An alternate model keeps the plasma sheet

inclination fixed at 10.4 0 and accounts for the differences on the basis of

different longitudes at which the plasma sheet was crossed. The latter model,

however, does not explain the absence, of plasma sheet crossings"beyond 80 Rj

during the Voyager 1 mission.

The periodic modulation of the energetic electron flux continues in the

magnetosheath and interplanetary space , (Chenette et al., 1974)* however, the

character of this modulation is different from that observed in the plasma sheet

region. The proton flux does not participate in this modulation, and minima in
A

the energetic electron flux occur simultaneously at all places where it has been

observed, hence the name "clock" modulation. This modulation must be caused bv

'(975) , and we show thatan asymmetry that rotates with Jupiter (Dessler and Hill I

it is apparently directly associated with the active hemisphere.
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Instrumentation

As its name implies, the CKS was designed for cosmic ray studies (Stone et

al., 1977). It consists of two High Energy Telescopes (NET), four. Low Energy

Telescopes (LET) and The Electron Telescope (TET). The detectors have large

geometric factors (-0.48 to ,8 cm2 stet) and long electronic time constants (-24
	 .

psec) for low power consumption and__goad stability. Normally the data are

primarily derived from comprehensive (QF.i a 4E2 and E) purse-height information

about individual events. Because of the high particle fluxes encountered at

Jupiter, greater reliance had to be p'iaced on counting rates in single detectors

and various coincidence rates. The detectors used for most of our work are
k

listed in Table 2 In interplanetary space, guard counters are placed i^)anti-

coincidence with the primary detectors to reduce the 'background from nigh-energy

particles penetrating through the sides of the telescopes. These guard counters
0

were turned off in the Jovian magnetosphere, when the accidental anti-coincidence

rate became high enough to block a substantial Fraction of the desired cots.
1

Fortunately, under these conditions the spectra were sufficiently soft that the

background due to penetrating particles was small.

The data on proton and ion fluxes at Jupiter were obtained with'the Low

Energy Telescope, LET (F. 2 and Table 2). The thicknesses of individual solid-.9 	 a

state detectors In the LET and their trigger thresholds were chosen such that

even, in the , Jovian magnetosphere, electrons made no contribution to the proton

counting rates (Lupton and Stone, 1972). Dead time corrections and accidental

coincidences were small (X20%) throughout most of the magnetota l but were

substantial (>50%) at flux maxima within 40 RJ of Jupiter. Results in this paper "	
r

are based only on>da,ta obtained on the rising part of the detector responsew

(prior to roll-over) and were corrected with the dead time appropriate to the 	 F

detector (22 to 25 }sec). The high counting rates, however, caused some baseline

.	 shift which was insignificant compared to the energy of heavy ions (Carbon to

J

:



Sulfur) but may have raised proton thresholds 'significantly. In the inner

magnetosphere, the L 2 counting rate was still useful because it never rolled

p	 penetrating L 1 (0.43 cm2 star)over. This rate is due to l .$ to 13 MeV protons enetr	 I

and J9 MeV protons penetrating the shield (84 cm2 stet)`: For an E-2 spectrum,
u

tho two groups would snake comparable contributions, but in the magnetosphere for 	 a

the B-3 to E"4 spectrum above 2.5 MeV (McDonald at al., 1979 ) 0 the contribution

firom protons penetrating the shield would be only 3 to 14X.

The LET LLL2U coincidence-anti.conci.dence rate gives an accurately defined 	
a

proton flux between 1.8 and 8 MeV with a very small alpha particle con tribution

010"5 ). Corrections are required for dead time losses in Ll, accidental LIL2

coincidences, and anticoi.ncidence losses from L4 . The anticolneidence time

constant was count-rate dependent; for low rates it was 27 psec and gradually
1	 ^

decreased to 10 psec at maximum counting rate. A third-order polynomial in the 	 j

L4 rate was used to express the antcoincidence dead time. In correcting fox;:

accidental, coincidences between Ll and L2 , account was taken of the fact that a

major fraction of the counts in L2 were in coincidence with L 1 6 An average

accidental coincidence time constant of 16 psee was 'used. , The actual accidental

coincidence time constant was in the range of 10 to 25 psec with a complex

dependence on pulse height and rate.

In addition to the rates listed in Table 2, the energy lost in detectors L10

L2 and L3 was measured for individual particles. For protons this covered the

energy range from 0.42 to 8.3 MeV. Protons can be identified positively by the

4E vs. g technique, their spectra obtained and accidental coincidences greatly

reduced. Because of telemetry limitations, however, only a small fraction of the

events could be transmitted, and statistics become poor unless pulse-height data

are averaged over one hour for one detector or 15 minutes when summed over the

four LETs.

r
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Each Voyager spacecraft carried four LETS; three of these looked in

mutually-perpendicular directions Such that LET -A 0  -D and 
yg,

formed a right-

handed coordinate system. LET-C looked in the minus A direction. Figure I shows

i the typical directions in which the telescopes were pointed during the outbound

passes of Voyager 1. The actual directions beyond 30 R J were within *W of

I	 those shown fn Figure 3, which gives the exact directions for Voyager l at 50
I
'i 	 R. LgT-h was nearly parallel to the average magnetic field during the outbound

pawn, and the other three telescopes looked almost perpendicular to the field.

LET-A pointed 6b * north from the plane of the ecliptic but <<^rot }&rwiso towards the
J

corotation direction, and LET-D pointed nearly in Ghd corot'ation direction.

Relative intensities and differences in energy spectra for these directions can

be determined. If hi.ghor-orderan sotroptes era tmall ^owplirced to , 0*i ;first

order anisotropy, then the average, .flux, first.-order ,,anisotropy and its directio,

can be determined uniquely. At Jupiter, however, the first- and second-order

anisotropes are often comparable (McDonald et al., 1979), and such a simple

analysis would be misleading except when two or three detectors point

r	 perpendicular to the magnetic field,.

One HET and two LETS share the same data lines and pulse-height analyzers;

thus the three telescopes can interfere°with one another during periods of high 	 ^!

counting rates. To avoid this and explore different coincidence conditions, the

experiment was cycled through four operating modes, each 192 . : - seconds long.

Either the HET or the two LETs were turned on at a time. The LETS were cycled

through Li only, and T. 1L2 coincidence requirements. Some of the time, one of the

LETS was operated only in the L 1L2L3 coincidence mode to improve statistics for

r	
higher energy particles and reduce interference from spacecraft noise. Inside of

20 Rd, both HETs and two LETS were turned offs and`the remaining two LETS were operated in
^F

the double coincidence mode on Voyages l and .triple mode on Voyager 2, The TET was
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cyclad through l -various conicidanct condit no, including singles from the front

detectors. At the expense of some time resolution, this proce4ro permitted us
4

to obtain significant data in the middle magnatoopher e and excellent data during

the long passage through the magnetotail region.

fill

Particle Fluxes in the Magnetotail

An overview of the energetic particle fluxes encountered during the outbound

passes of Voyagers 1 and 2 is showu in figures 4 and 5. These spacecraft and

Pioneer 10 went towards the dawn direction between -100* and -135 9 from the

Jupiter-Sun direction,-The deep modulation observed In the particle fluxes

(Voyager 1) indicates that the plasma sheet is much thinner between 29 '.-and 40 P-i

than in tha_>/bubsolar direction. Periodic plasma sheet crossings or approaches

can be identified beyond 150 Rj . In contrast, no clear cut modulation of low

energy proton fluxes has been seen beyond 45 Rj in the subsolar hemisphere.

The latitudinal extent of the energetic particle trwppilng region is probably

controlled by a pressure balance between the Jovkan magnetic field, trapped

thermal plasma, and solar wind pressure. The Interactions between forces due to

the Jovian magnetic field and centrifugal forces concentrate the plasma into a;

sheet near the equator (Gleesoa and Axford, 1976). In the sabsolar hemisphere,

the addition of the solar wind'pressure insures that the sheet is relatively

thick. When a section of the magqftosphere rotates.,from the subsolat hem`i.sphere

into the antisolar directIon, - the trapped thermal plasma can expand radially

outward because tliasolar wind pressure is,removed. The expansion speed is
1

limited by the wave velocity to be discussed later (Table 5). This velocity

G1	
Z

limits the expainion during the 4 to 5 hours available for crossing the tail.

The thinnest trapping region should therefore occur just before the expansion is



stopped, When the expanding region rotates into--Idbo, Aawn magnetopa a.

Comparison between Voyager l and 2 data t•um20 t, 4 y Jfi Auva thatw the trapping

region is thicker in%the antisolar direction (Voyager 2) than in a dawn

direction, The difference in modulation between the two mission's is partially

due to different latitudes at equal distances from Jupiter, however, some direct
Li

comparison,, are possible. The peak Fluxes at equatorial crossings are comparable

and decrease with distance. In contrast ) Voyager 1 maa3ured a smaller flux of

0.42 to 12 HaV proto >a- , t 24.4 Rj and only 70 below the magnetic equator (281/cm2

esac star) than Voyg-4r 2 at 34.5 and 40.3 tt at 100 send .," ..2° below the equator

(648 and 456jcm^ sec star, respectively).

The valleys in the modulation of the proton flux approach interplanetary

t	 va?.ru :;aynnd 4^ t;^ ^ gd .	 l rtrarplanocsry p -rotoa flux was due to corotati.ng

solar streams, and Conlon a al (1979) has shown that the flux observed in the 	
j

tail away From the plasma feet was within a factor of 2 of intensities observed

by the sister spacecraft a a ti corresponding to the solar corotation delay.

ji

	

	 This affect accounts for r duct:ion of t:h+ J IO-,hour modulation of the Voyager 2

proton flux (? 1.8 MeV) bet of-,n 105 and 130 Rd (Fig. 4). The electron flux was

not affected by the proton a ancement and was modulated by the position of the

plasma sheet relative to the spacecraft.	 ">

On the average the maxima of both electron and proton fluxes decrease

monotonically from 20 to 90 Rd and)remain relatively constant from there to the

boundary layer near the magnetopause. From the character of the electron flux J

(figure 5) it appears that Voyager 2 was, ither in the boundary layer or sheath

from 170 Rd until its final magnetosphere crossing. All three spacecraft
4

(Pioneer 10, Voyager 1 and 2) encountered enhanced particle fluxes at their first

magnetopause crossings; however; such enhancements in ,the proton flux were not

necessarily associated with later crossings (Fig, 5). These enhancements were

j
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probably due to local acceleration when the magneOpausa was b6 no compropsed

prior to its fix-9t passage over the spacecraft.

6^

Proton Spectra

The differential proton spectra observed dirlt% the Voyager and Pioneer

10 outbound passes can be approximated either by 4 power low in energy, J(Z)

K 9-Y or somewhat better ,by an exponential In rigidity J(p) * ka-P/po o where

Po is the	 (McDonald et aL, 1979), Figure 6 shows typical

Voyager I spactro , observed at flux maxima at distances of 34.2, 64.9 0 116.9,

and 146 ltj #,, The spectra tan be characterized by ., the' energy corresponding to

the a-folding momentum,	 A(p^/43.32)2' which fella, into the, range of 30 to

80 koV. In contrast the spectra at flux minima are much harder,

0.5 < eo < 2 NaV, and are charlicteristic, of corotating events (Van Hollebake

et 41t IM). The, first such spectrum was seen at -42.4 Rj and is shown in

f igttra 6.

Figure 7 shows the spectral index E. and I MeV flux derived from least

sqiiaros fit to I hour average pulse-height data from LET A of Voyager I. The

regular pattern c soft spectra at flux maxima (plasma shoet crossings) is

followed with few exceptions. These results are complemented by data from the

outbound pass of Pionjer 10 (Fig. 8),which provides a better spatial

resolution for the behavior of the spectral index in the plasma sheet. Since

Pionee,1 
10 was at a IECtltude of -9', the plasma sh pet approached and receded	

A

from it more gradually; additionally,,the spectrum could be determined every

15 minutes. The Pioneer 10 observations show that the spectrum of trapped

particles is hardest at the center of the plasma sheet and becomes

significantly softet-a short distance (-l * ) above it. The new results show
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that oven further away the spectrum of energet ic protons becomes harder

because of the presence of interplaneta r
y particles which are not trapped#

Normally, only small differences existed between spectra observed in

different diroction!!,ALET A, Os and D). Most of the time the spectrum In LET

D was aomewhat harder than in A. - Two effects contribute to this hardening.

One of these 
is 

the change in spectrum duo to the Compton-Getting effect, Let

be the angle between the anti-corotation direction and the direction in

which the dotactor,(' Points ) thus the Compton-Getting effect makes its largest

contribution at +-n• If the energy spectrum in the (partially) corotatLng

frame Can be approximated by J(EdMK E.-Y near the energy E., then to first

order in c ) the spectral index y' looking Into (^wO) and along (^-180) the

corotation direction are given bt (IpavLeh;^ 1974);

+ (y+l) e	 0

Y	 Y - Q+l) C	 1800

where e V E cr /E and. Ecr is the particle's (partial) corotation energy.

However, valoeities , corresponding to Per in the 500 to 1,500 km/sec range at 35

to 65 Rj would be required if this were the only effect. The rigid corotation

velocities are 440 and 816-km/see ) respectivoly;, at 35,4nd 65 Rd . The second

and apparently equally important cause is the change in spectral parameter

E (Fig. 7) qqay from the plasma sheet. Above or below the center of the0

plasma sheet, the direction of-the magnetic field is nearly radially away from

Jupiter; thus, positive ions with aI' .,SuidLng center one gyroradius (P) closer

to the center of the plasma sheet will,-- be counted as mo\ring in, the corotation

direction. As a result LET A j which points 69 0 from the antLeorotation

direction, sets protons whose guiding.center'is 0.4 p 9 closer to the center of

the plasma sheet + P 	 0.3 Rj for 2'MeV protons at 45 Rd in the tail.
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Similarly, LET D sees protons attached to field lines Nl Ag further away from

the center.	 As a result LET D detects a larger admixture of solar cosmic t'ays

than LZT A.

During the outbound pass of Voyager: 1, the LET B telescope pointed

towards the . planet often almost atiti arallel to a fieldp	 lane (Fig.o3),

particularly when Voyager was just above the center of the plasma sheet.
C.

C Consequently, LET A, C, and D painted nearly perpendicular to the magnetic
i

{

field and could measure the anisotropy of particles with 90 0 pitch anIZ1 s^.

This permits a determination of the non e-gyrotropic, component perpendicular

Î to B̀  , without requiring knowledge of the pitch angle distribution. 	 Only the

Compton-Getting and flux ; gradient effects contribute to Cihe,.,jnisotropy in „that

Plaue (BirmangEl 	 :r pia ^,octhrop, 197V9	 (, ivig ,again a local power law

approximati6q, we can express the xati.d-' to counts betwe, len two detectors as	 'i

follows ( to ft-pst order in e) :

f	 U .. %

j(Er^1)	 1 + P sax
I

))
31nj

J(E0 )	 1 + p

Cos@ l 	1 - 2 e cos, 	̂ `fir+1	 (2)

^cosA2	
1 - 2 e cos^1

2 g

t
where	 is the detector look angle relative to the ,corotati,on direction, with

try , 	, r-tij -

f-0 when the detector looks into the corotat on directiion.- a is the angle

between the detector pointing directio-x and the direction (VjxB) in which the

intensity gradient	 akes the largest contribution to the flux.	 In the tail

geometry, 9 is approximately equal to 	 because the flux gradient is

11` approximately north-south in the Z-direction. 	 The differential flux j(E,o)-, is^ ll ; ,''.

the flux perpendicular to B that is the flux of90 	 pitch angle particles.

r The gradient term constitutes a major uncertainty in this expression. 	 This
r
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taro was estimated using the flux increase tow aras Maximum	 din tanea to

the center of 
tile 

plasma shoat based 
on 

0* bent twistod 4i  m4al (sea

$Oction	 Crossings). Howovo^v local , gradients may be different
0

from average gradients, and even the average gradient is uncertain because the

motion of the neutral shoot may dovisto from tile model.

Prollminary calqulAtioos were performed with 2 av protons for the riS4

towards the flux maxima at 34 and 103 ltd and near 
a  
,Clux 140ims at 50 and

107 ltd (Fjg.► 7). Those positions were Cilopeo baeause, of the close alignment

between tho magnatic field (Ness, private eothmontcation) and LET H, Tile

results shown 
in 

Table 3 are generally consistent with corotation. A

s4gnificantly larger anisotropy is observed near flux maxima because ot the

softer spectrum and contribution : from  the flux	 tile gradient bal o

either zero or very small near flux minima. It should be emphasized # however,

t1l4t those peellmill 'ary results are ,, inadequate to firmly establish corotaK

or a lack there of. Tito ratios between, , counts In," dif f orant detectors varies' as

great doal t̂ but it Is expected that at more systematic analysis of thase

anisotropies will contribute towards resolving this question.

gas unusual In that 
the 

spectrum,The plasim shoot crossing at 59 Xj

J^ocaule harder rathor t1lan. $of ter near the plasma shoot (Fig. 7) kind spectra

observed with LET A t B t and D were diffttroat from, one another (rig, 6), Tile

magnetic field data indicate th4t the togion 
in 

Oich the field reverses is

crossed rapidly compared to 
tile 

- I lir. 4 min, over which our data had to be

4voragod; tbarefore ) viost of the time " the spacecraft was aither just above or

belov tho center of the plasma shoo4 ) and tha uia$notic field was aligned with LET D

k	 ^d,
(except at tile Instant of qrossiiig). At 2 MaV tile UZAART 0 ratio is 4.0

k.	 'IQ	 anisotropy"Of 0.70; the- Coulpton-Oottilla effect

s.
caa

orrespondiDa to a -first , Cdok

ft account for at moq:t 0.30 of this-* A local,, flux Increase. of 2.6 timer.pa

R, towards the center of the plasma, sitect is required to explain, the observed
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anisotropv,(p	 0.4 Rd in the	 yP	 y^B	 gape field).T icall a factor of 1.5 was

observed at other times. Particles with 900 pitch angler, LET A and D, have a

much harder spectrum than the small pitch angle particles seen by LET B. This

is exactly what would be seen if the acceleration occurred locally in the low

field region of the plasma sheet, and a substantial fraction of the particles

mirror in the Z gamma field near the spacecraft. A considerably less extreme

example of local acceleration was observed by Pioneer 10 at 45 Rj (Fig. 8)JI

The usual plasma sheet value E O 50 keV increased at this crossing to 150

keV', however, this is a spin-averaged,-value and the spectra perpend icular to

the magnetic field may well have been hard^,^.` The Voyager 2 magnetotail 	 -.>

proton spectra appear to be in general agreement with the Voyager l data;

however, no major acceleration event was found.

Proton Streaming

Most of the time the counting rate ratio between the different LET's fell

into the range. of 1 to 2 with the higher flux perpendicular to `B. Ratios in

this range are consistent with expected pitch angle distributions (McDonald et

al, 1979) and corotation and gradient ani.sotropi,es. Major departures from

this condition were observed at a number of occasions between 98 and 200 Rj by

both Voyager 1 and 2, These events are characterized by rapid flux changes

and a large enhancement in the flux of protons coming from the general

direction'of Jupiter.

The first example of streaming was observed at 98 Rj with Voyager L on

March 11, 19791 from 0$00 to 0700 spacecraft time. On the basis of 15-minute rr

average magnetic field values (Ness, private communication), LET 8 pointed

%during this period between 200 and 31" from Cie anti-field direction, and the

T

i

^	 _. ^ax«.	 . .	 •^.'ftG...	 ' s...s...lantiva .,v_wnrir- . n-». , t. .. r.	 .	 ..«.a.q	 .	 7'':
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spacecraft was near but did not cross the center of the plasma sheet; LET A

looked perpendicular to the field) Figure 9 shows a histogram of the counting`

rates of the >0.4 MeV proton fl%ix taken every 192 seconds. Due to cycling of

the detectors, LET A and B were turned off when HET X was on. In figure 90

data gaps in the LET b histogram are bridgad,,:vt;h a dotted line. This event
„

is characterized by large (at least 400 t A4vt;^ ` 6c case jn the fieldwalignffd°

flux and moderate (10 times) or no increases in the flux perpendicular to ll.

Each of these increases lasted about 10 minutes. The maximum field-aligned

flux was about 40 times the flux normally found in the plasma sheet.

As Figure 10 shows, the spectra of the two proton populations are also ,.

quite di.,f;ferett. The 97.9 ltd spectra in-Figure 10 represent an average from

_p____	 1/79 and theb44B to _.(7552 a nCeeraft_ time, on 3^1	 ,	 96.6 RJ spectra were averaged

from 0552 to 0656. As can be seen from Figure 9, these periods cover most of

the intense activity. The spectrum and average intensity of streaming protons

is characteristic of the trapped proton population in the plasma sheet

(compare pigs. 6 and 10). The spectra and.intensities of locally mirroring

protons are characteristic of interplanetary protons. The relative fluxes and

spectra indicate that we observed field-aligned streaming of energetic protons

characteristic of the normally trapped plasma sheet population. Peak

intensities in LET B were as high as those found at -40 RJ• The most likely

cause is a field line reconfiguration (magnetic, merging?) between Jupiter and

VoyageA^ which injected protons onto open field lines. This process was

probably associated with proton acceleration because no corresponding changes,,a
n

were foul in the electron population. If the electrons were closely

collimated along the magnetic field, however, we could have MiL sel streaming

ns because  the d detector geometry was less favorable.el.ectr_o 	 e	 g	 y	 a
;s

Five protoa streaming events are lisc:ed in Table 4. The second event
sue,

1
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observed with Voyager 1 at 133 Ri resembled the earlier event. The event

observed at M Rj in the %sSnetosheath was quite different in that we

observed a much smaller anisotropy, and electron fluxes were also affected.
0

Similar observations have been made in the terrestrial magnatosphare (Sarris

at al., 1.976 and references therein). Sarris found that proton and electron

bursts are always associated in the magnetoahe4th. In the earth's

magnototailo they are generally but not always associated. The closest
0

terrestrial analog to our magnatotail observations are probably impulsive

proton bursts (Sarris at al., 1976) that are not accompanied by electron

bursts; however, they lasted only a few-seconds as compared to over 10 minutes

in the cage of the Jovian bursts.

The Voyager 2 observations of highly anisotropic. fluxes (Table 4)

differed., froin those of Voyager I In -that the magnetic field direction ►as

disturbed during the Voyager 2 observations. It to possible, therefore, that

the large anisotropy was not field-aligned but had a major perpendicular

component. This would require either.,unreasonably large flux gradients or

high plasma convection velocities. Krimigis at al. ) (1980) have analyzed the

proton and heavier ion spectra associates with the 155 ki event and concluded

the they were probably seeing an oxygen-sulfur plasma moving away from Jupiter

with a velocity corresponding to a mean ion energy of 100 kaV.

In summary, we have observed three different types of proton streaming

events. Wall inside the magnatopause at 98 load 133 RT, we detected field-

aligned streaming in the plasma shout in 
an 

ordered magnetic field

configuration. Near the ,magnet opause, but still inside the magnotosphereo the

large afiisotropies appear to be due to a comb,614tion of fast plasma motion

coupled with field-aligned flow in an irregular field configoration, and id

the dawn, magnatosheath we see proton and electron streamirtg. These

o
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observations have many similarities with analogous observations at earth as

reported by Sarris at al., (1976) and by Frank at al,, (1976) in his

fireball" observations.

Plasma Sheet Cxossin s

Models of the Plasma sheet position in the dawn direction have been 	 3

developed to account for the Pioneer 10 outbound data (see, for example, ;Smith
f+

at al., 1974; Goertx at al., 1976 ,Northrop at al,, 1976; itivelson at al.,	 x

1978). Theso,>models can now be tested against the Voyager 1 and 2 results.

To simplify comparison with, experimental results, plasma sheet positions are
{

expressed in terms of R, S, X coordinates, that is radius, latitude from the

Joviogrephi.c, equator and longitude X l ,x (1965). The simp,^est model places the
FI

 k J

plasma sheet at the dipole equator and X as a function of 6 is given by the
t'.

equa'ti.oa of a plane tilted at an angle 0 to the rotational equator:

-1 tan
?.	 ad .cos	 tan	 (3

where Xd is the longitude to which the dipole points in the southernM,

hemisphere (20.8°.}, and $ is the dipole tilt (10.4 0 )	 X is independent or R

i	 and double valued unless 8 =0. The extent of the plasma sheet depends on solar	 {
R^

aspect and is about 40 Rd in the subsolar direction, 90 Rj at -90 0 , 13: Rd at
0 l/

-115 0 , and 160 RJ at -137° from the subsolar point. This asymmetry is

inttodlaced by the solar wind pressure and is present in all models.

This simple model (Equation 3) applies close to Jupiter; however, as the

I,	
a?aserver moves further away, the values of X were found to be larger , than

g

.o....,..-_,...,e.a.;..^::..:.r....^:,.,.^.;r_.,,: _.-. .t.l.,r. p	 ^.,,....a:_..-^..,.^..^aa.- 	 -<_w»r..^•__•.,.. t . r;a.......,.. k.___. ^.. 	 ..
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predicted by Equation (3) This to equivalent to an K dependent twist of the
plasma sheet about the rotational axis. The reason for the twist is a delay

relative tole e position of the magnetic equator (Northrop at al., 1976).

Even If the magnetosphere were rigidly corotating, plasma moving radially away

from Jupiter would load the field lines resulting in a B3 component and field

sweepbaak (11111, 1950) • Since the magnetota l configuration of t1te plasma

sheet is much thinner and extends to greater radial distances than In the

subsolar hemisphe , actual radial plasma, motion has to occur when a given
n

section of magne- sphere rotates from dusk to dawn. A lack of corotation

would increase the sweep back. pield line slipping to the ionosphere, if it„

depends on latitude will also affect the delay. If the slippage increases
f	

^
with the latitude of the feet of tha deli l ngLtj? 'b41^r .t3^^s pr s :e^4 ::ill

increase the delay; however, if slippage is more at sortteletitudes than

others, we could 'also p reserve a relative phase advance.

In addition to the delay, the plasma sheet may be bent towards the plane

of the ecliptic by solar wind pressure and towards the Joviographic equatorial	 j

plane by the centrifugal force on the (partially) corotating , plasma. These

features were incorporated i,a the model proposed by Kivelson 
.
',,1M), which

expressed the delay in terms of a finite radial velocity starts $^ a

disc° aco Ro. This model also permitted the local, latitude of, tl^e plasma sheet

to differ from that of the dipole. ' Vi.th these modifications, Eq '4ation (3) may

be expressed as (Ki.velson et al. ) 1978);	 ^.

tan 6^d	 cos
^l 

to	 + 36.27 .. Vp.	 for 1t > >Zo (4)

b
where So is the local latitude, of the. plasma sheet, with the cortd t .o^^,r
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6 4 6o < 10.40, and V is a "velocity„ produced by the various effects
U

discussed above. Using pioneer 10 data, Kivelson et al. (1978) found dos

and V w 29 or 43 R1 /hr. 0 depending on the criteria used in fitting the data.

Figure 11A, shows an isometric projection of the plasma sheet plane
i

described by Equation (3). The rigid disk in the dipole equator is

illustrated with equally apace^\r^bncentric rings; the Z dimension has been

multiplied by 3 to, ,̀enhance the 1094 0 tilts. The surface defined by equation 4

may be derived from this rigid disk. The effect of a finite V in equation 4

is to rotate the plane of each ring tht"gh an angle @(R i) around the spin

axis, where 9 stands for the last term in Equation (4). The effect of bending

is to decrease the inclination of each ring from E to &o(R i). The resulting

surface is shown in figure 1lB for an inclination of the outer ring of 60

6.4° Ind a delay angle at the outer ring of 0 - 50°. In figure 11B, the

parameters So $ Ro and V are independent of a; it should be noted, however,

that this is not a necessary feature of this model.

If the spacecraft latitude is inserted for 6 in Equations (3) or (4),
r;

then the two 04,'1ues of X are theredicted longitudes of the plasma sheetp	 8	 p
3

crossings. The smaller a refers to the leading crossing where the spacecraft
t;

goes from north to south of the plasma sheet, and the larger X refers to the

Tagging crossing where the spacecraft emerges again to the north.' If the	 i

spacecraft latitude 6 is greater or equal to 0, the plasma sheet approaches,

but does not pass overt the spacecraft at longitude. a - a d . This was the

geometry of the Pioneer 10 outbound trajectory. Since Voyagers l and 2 were

chose to a latitude of 50 , two crossings are expected out to a distance

where 6n m 50

We. have used the peaks in the >0-4 MeV proton flux (Figures 4 and 5) to

identify the center of the plasma sheet or our closest ,approach to it. For

0 I>
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this purpose, detailed plots were used as illustrated in Figure 12.= If nor*

than two peaks were present in a 10-hour period, the longitudes corresponding

the first and last peaks were used. Figure 12 also shows that for Voyager

k 2, double peaks persisted beyond 200 RJ , which is consistent with 60 S, as

determined from Pioneer 10. in order to determine the "velocity" in Equation

(4), we^have plotted in Figure 13 0 XIIi r Xd * cos ' J^(taa /tan 60) for 60

10.40 , where 0 is the angle illustrated ° in Figure 11, and k--the difference
r

between the longitude of maximum north excursion of the plasma sheet and Ad,

Jthe longitude to which the dipole points in the southern hemisphere. Between

125 and 50 RJ , the slope of the Voyager 1 leading crossings differs from that

of the lagging crossings (Table 5), and the delay was significantly longer for

the leading^ than for the lagging crossings. For Voyager 2; the slopes are
t

initially the same, but the two crossings have different delays beyond 50

RJ. For both missions at 100 RJ, the leading crossings were consistently

delayed by 1 1/ 2 to 2 1/2 hours more than the lagging crossings. Such a

r	 result is consistent with our model, but requires different values of V at the

" two crossings. This led to the suggestion (Vogt et al., 1976b) that the

average velocity has an azimuthal dependence which ma be associated with the

"active" and "inactive" hemispheres discussed by Vasyliunas ( 1975) and by

Dessler ( 1978).

A different explanation for the apparent difference in delay of the two

crossings is based qn the bending of the neutral sheet towards the Jovigraphic 	 j

equator; that is, d o becomes a function of R. Bending presumably was present

during the Voyager 1 pass (Vogt, 1979x), because we often saw only one flux

maximum for distances beyond 70 RJ , and did not actually cross the center of

the plasma sheet (the magnetic fief did not 'reverse, Ness et al. ) 1979a),	 l
r
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velocities, V, for thu two crossings at a given R, Bqu,ation (4) can be solved

for 60 ag o (Bridge at al., 1979):
J	 1

6	 tan(tan 6/ cos X) (5)	 .0	 2

Where AX is the difference in longitude ;hetwoen the two crossings, and 6 is

3

I	 the spocacraft latitude. The resulting maximum-excursions of the plasma shoat

(Z = A tan 60) are shown in Figure 141 Only Voyager 1 data were used between

20 and 70 Rj because the latitude of Voyager 2 was unfavorable. Beyond 60 Rj

there was a distinct difference in the plasma sheet excursions between the two
T;

missions. Vor Voyager 1, it was,mostly at, or just below, the spacacraftPl

trca jectory 	 generally above, the trajectory during ,the Voyager 2; while it was

outbound pass. The approximate neutral sheet positions shown in Figures 14 are

in good agreement with the results of Bridge of al. (1979) who obtained a
{

value of 5-W from the combined Voyager 1 and 2 date►

r	 The smooth curves for Voyager l and 2 plasma sheet excursions in Figure

14 are eyeball fits through the experimental points. Both Voyager 1. and 2

curves start with a slope of 10.40 , bond over at 30 Rj and follow the Voyager

I data to 70 Rj- For Voyager 1, do is smoothly interpolated to -5.3 0 at 150

Rj , where the maximum plasma sheet excursion°becomes tangent to the spacecraft
r

trajectory. The Voyager 2 data are tangent to 6o ^ 6"0 at 150 Rj-,11 Our data 	 o

set was reanalyzed with these values of do, the ),0ults are shown in Figure 15

and summarized in 'fable 5, Since equal, volocities at the two crossings is a

basic assumption of the model, its success can be judged on whether or not the

r	 leading and lagging crossings have the same delay versus distance. As can be

'	 seen from Figure 15, the organization, of the data is exceedingly good between

20 and 55 Ri and reasonable between 70 and 150 Rd . Between 55 and 70 itd:,`

c

;
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however, significant differences remain.	 It is exactly in this region that we

observed particle acceleration during the Voyager l mission (59,Rd), and the

discrepancy may be due to a re lative]y unstable plasma sheet configuration, 	 A
1

change	 .p wave velocity between 55 and 70 Rd can be seen in both, Figures l3	 I

and 15	 a significantly lower wave velocity is found inside 55 Rd than outside

70 Ri (Table 5),

The 'bent twisted disk model can account for the timing of the primary

flux maxima; however, it cannot account for the observed fine structure in the

data,	 beyond 40 Rd , we frequently observed three pronpunced peaks on both

missions (Figures 4, 5 and 12)	 At larger distances this could easily be due

toflapping of the plasma sheet in response to changes in the ._-Solar wind.

This explanation, however, is inadequate at -40 ltd when Voyager 2 was at a
P

latitude of only 1,6 0 , compared to 9 0 for the plasma sheet (Fig, 14)	 Base <,„

on magnetic field data., the two main.-,maxima were associated with plasma sheet

crossings, but the smaller middle peak was riot.	 The observation of these

secondary peaks by both missions in association with approximately the same

longitude (kIII	 400) is most easily explained„by an azimuthal asymmetry., 	 It

` is doubtful that the intermediate peak is due to particle acceleration and

r injection onto higher magnetic latitude field lines because the flux was

{ nearly isotropic (Fig. 12) a d-,-tho energy spectrum did not change (Fig. 7).

r This leaves two possible explanations; 	 A :Longitude-dependent tilt of the

plasma sheet,,,such that do is smaller at XIII	 40° than at the plasma sheet

E crossings whi'eh occurred at XIII v 3000 and 1000 , respectively.	 The other

explanation is based on a change in the thickness of the plasma sheet. 	 If

C -near XIII = 400 , it has the same latitudinal extent as in the subsolar

hemisphere, then the flux would decrease more slowly with latitude than atr

other longitudes*	 rrly

,
r
1:	 ` c,

e
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The Electron Clock

Although the above discussion was based primarily on the modulation of

protons, energetic electron fluxes are also confined to the neighborhood of

the plasma sheet (figs. 4 and $), and are subject t o a similar modulation	 1
3

pattern. The region where the disk model is valid extends from ` 15 KJ out to

about 40 Rj in the subsolar hem apbare, to 80 KJ at 5 A.M. local time (Pioneer

10), 120 Rj at 4 A.M. (Voyager 1j and 164 Ri at 2:30 A.M., as observed with

Voyager 2. beyond these distances, ` the flux: changes of protons and low -energy

elecrons become mora t irregular, while electrons above 8 Mel' tend to show a 10 -°

hour mo4l.ation. At all local times that were observed by lionaer za 0 and 110

minima, occurred simultaneously in the high-ener4 ,electron flux (>8 Me'V) when

the longitude range allx • 2400 to 3100 passes the subsolar point, This

feature was originally pointed out by McKibben and Simpson (1974; also Simpson

at al,, ,, 1975; for a more recent discussion, see Fillius and Knickerbocker,
F

1979) and extended to Jovan electrons in the magnetosheath and interplanetary

space near Jupiter by Chenette et al.^^(1974; see also Smith at al., 1976).

Thisin-phase ra, l^ jlation in widely different regions is referred to as the

"clock" model.

The Voyager encounters 5 years later offered the ,first opportunity to re -

examine the "clock" modulation and°to teat the. presumption that the release

„ mechanism depends on the solar aspect of a certain Jovian longitude. Ten-hour

modulation of the >8 MeV electron flux in the subsolar hemisphere was observed

with Voyager 2 between 40 and 60 Rj (Vogt at al., 1979b). The dominant

► 	 magnetic field component pointed in the ~Z direction (south),;rather than

radial,, as in the disk region (inside 40 Rj). Three, deep flux minima occurred

z

txt
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at •ubsolor longitudes A111 n 306, 255 and 3100 0 consistent with clock model

predictions. in contrast to Pioneer 10, the Voyager spacecraft entered the

.iovian magnetosphere in thy- northern hemis phere, which introduced a 1800 phase

shift in the disk model. Ag ,a result, the disk model would predict that flux

minima should occur at a loran 1111 260 0 and a subsolar longitude,

A111"240° This is based oil the dipole diroction and a 64 0 phase 1,49 at 60 Rd

observed during the outbound pass (Fig. 15) ; - Although the time-of occurrence

is essentially the same for both models, we 'halieve that we were observing

clock model modulation. because of the indications that a well-organized plasma

sheet did not exist in this region during the Voyager 2 ancounter°(Ness at

al., 1979b)

Th y, "clock" model modulation was observed during the outbound passes of

Voyagers 1 and 2. Figure 16 shows Voyager 2 date, (1 hr• averages) on the
	

r

modulation of 2.6- to 5.1-MeV and 8- to 12-MeV electron fluxes both in the

disk and clock regions. Also shown is the flux 'ratio between these two

channels. As Chenette at a1. (1974) have shown, this ratio reflects more
1J

accurately the "clock" modulation than the total electron flux. A

characteristic feature of this modulation is a minimum in the electron flux

above 6 MeV and, therefore., a periodic softening of the spectrum when

XjjIw240' is near the subsolar point. The ,left panel of Figure 16 (118-140

Rjj ,, reflects the strong intensity modulation observed iti the disk _region.

Neither the flux minid nor the softest spectra occur at the predicted time,

and the softest spectra occur closer to flux maxima. In the right panel. of

Figure 16 (194-225 Rj) the intensity modulation is smaller, softer spectra are

observed at minimum flux and the timing of softest spectra coincides with

clock model predictions. It is very significant that this future persists in 	 `'

Cite magnetosheath region. Clearly the magnetopaose does not constitute a
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boundary to electrons which 
are 

conttAlod by the processes producing the

clock model modulation * Apparently, the modulation holds for several

consecutive cycles; however ) departure# occur, such as tt 0400 on 7/27 In

Figure 16.. As yet ) vo have no basis for attributing those deviations from

the cloak model to the solar winds, as opposed to internal changes In tho-

Jovian magnotoophore.

To investigate the mod4lAtiit^ over more extended periods, we performed an

0opoch analysis using the synodic period of Jupiter (9.2587 hrs.). Averages

over 16 minute intervals wore pl4ced into An 18 bin histogram based on the

1111 of the subsolar point at the time of observations. Since interplanetary

modulation also affects our observations t the epoch analysis was repeated

using periods of 8.5 and 11 * 5 hrs. Used on the k2 test, we found in most

cases onalyzed thia both 'the fluxes and flux ratios depeadcl significantly on

phase. The flux ratio results were the most consistent. Tile upper plot in

Figure 17 show# a histogram eoveriog" the time during wbieh, Voyager 2 was irt

the boundary or sheath region near the magnt!topavtoe (162-279 kid). Data from

0-120* have been repeated betweon 360 and 480 1 . The Xz value for 17 degrees

of freedom was 2100 for the Jovion period and 750 or less for tile othir

^11

periods. Data gatherud during 44 days about 3 months after encounter Oe

shown in the lower panel of Figure 17. The Xz value was again significantly

greater fo; the correct period (230 as compared to 118 or less, 17 degrees of

freedom). Both graphs in Figure 17 confirm U-0411.'^"model modulation; however

the, degree of modulation is less at the later ame#

Voyager 2 data from 3 months pre encounter and 4 months past encounter

* A

have been analyzed.'Y The pre-oncounter results (April-June 1979) and post-

encounter results for September 13 to 26 1979 were less conclusive. The

modulation was less and the X2 value for the Jovian period was not



siginficantly different from that for 8.5 or 11.5 hra ►.	Further analysis will

be required to positively eliminate or identify clock model modulation during

these times.	 However, our analysis to date confirms the modulation of the

' interplanetary electron flux by the Joviographic longitude relative to the

k Jup#er-Sun line.	 This,modulati,on is time dependent and possibly depends alsoC3

on spacecrafX position relt tive to Jupiter.

Des slat and hill (1975 and 1979) and Hill and Aessler (1976) , proposed the
y

M

c^ magnetic anomaly model to explain the 10-hour ,podulatloa of the interplanetary

electron flux.	 In this model., the plasma density, 	 is enhanced in an "active"

hemisphere due to an increase in the :ionospheric >conductivity which is

produ64d by precipitating electrons at a magnetic', anomaly between All, 	 200

_ tn7nQ lbnsitia	 dnrl_ Nwaa.	 79761_	 It-cant post llateti 	 that_ Nh-ts-aniisannr^manf*

ma ntos here	 L-6	 and would playmagneto p	 ^	 )	 n. y a particularlynot confined to the inner 	 e

important role in the magnetotail where the solar wind pressure is removed.

'
The denser plasma would escape along the tail and thus . permit ` the escape of

the trapped electrons.

In princip-1l the expansion could proceed to infinity since many

ob.gervati.ons have demonstrated that the Aasma pressure in the plasma'sheet is

1,1t least equal to the magnetic field pressure. 	 The expansion velocity*,

however.,,
,
 can beat most as high as the wave velocity we deduced from the

plasma sheet crossings (Table 5), but it may actually be considerably lower

k	 i because plasma motion is only one component of the wav a speed.	 if the tail

corotates, then only 4 to 5 hour' are available and the expansion can proceed

a at most from 40 to 250 RJ , and is probably less,	 At that time the expandi. ►'g

trapped particle region would contact the dawn ► magnetopause in the region

where the Pioae^er 10 and Voyager, trajectories crossed it, (Fig. ^1).,	 It is,_

therefore,, most likely that a major fraction of the release of energetic

,m,	 a

r	 ,

e:£L n.. -,..es».._^„:,....^,,..^n^.,.-..... 	 ... .at ^":,_^__^at,c..-...^..^a..; l.^.:..d3 ...e^.	 c';'	>._ —	 ,a,.:^....	 ..e.___.	
r..	 .'
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0164troAs OCCOVA there, or Characteristically At Opproxiatately 100 Rj noor tho

dawn meridian Where the plssmd either e0capas or lo vecomp ►essad.la tho

diffosion-couvoction. model of intarplanota	 vi)ry projMgation (Pyl6 dud Simpeo

1977 60 Cholvatto, 1980), obsorvatio ►la of jovi4a 6104teons near 1 AU Are

4ot%siatout with a rale4s6 point close to Jupitort Other investigators have

l4ttorpr4ted Lila I AU data to I ►uply at tol0000 poitlt wich fortilor away from,

Jupiter (o ► g, Krititigia 4t al. * 1975; Prooses and Goertg t 1976); but tuider On t

int4rpx ►tAtio ►i) we may 
be dealing with two different populations (Presses And

Goortz, 1076), If tile raleatio is natir,04 dawn moridian t we cair eatimato tile

101181tudo fr6m which Like allolualoualy soft electron, Opectick ►il► orialuates. A

oubsolar 'Longitude of 2400 to 3100 correspouds to 4 dawa movidian of 3300 to

4000 . Tito longitude responsible for the nuamoly, 	 rhowevo p as d th 4 q., 

►4ridaft oarll4r t because of the propagWOO delay from 
tile 

Intier magautompbare

to tile ilia anu topitua a alld iltly aleatroll drift, According to F; Sures 13 kind 15l

tile delay I" 1kitwaou 700 and 100o . The curvature and gradient drifts must be

small bacauso there is Ito consistent s4para.Liotv-betwouti flux minima. for 2 And

a MOV alactrofts * 80CAUSO of tile hiably-distortad f-Old Collf isurationo, 
we 

have,

"Ot ealcuiatod waxiiuunt drift Angles 4oasiswlt vith our data, but we astituAto

that $00 co ►tiotitutes, a consormtiv4 tipper lituit * This would place rhe

lougitudo reoponuiblo for tile to olettroxi flux Lito tho," ,ranaa Of XIx1	 1800

to 3300 t which braplwta that lollaituda of tho Magnetic iftflowaly,*

Awkilhotbal wkymetri,ea in the Olattroa pop^ 14tioft will separate with tittle

because, gradient aod enrvat4re drifts tire onoxgy dopaxjdajit. The iii-pliana

1110dulation of the 2 Alld 8 MO flux implies Qit^Ilor a allort raoidonco tilkm t"

tile 11hagnatospila`6 or 100dul"Atimi, 4t tl ►Q 
release 

point. Tile fact tl ►at- tile

modultiltioa la observed inside, as well as outside, Out tiagnotosplim would,-

favor the former explatiatiou-, This	 Also tonislot aut with the obsorvatioul,
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that Jupiter injoets into Interplanetary space ill 10 hours as ""Mbor of

014CM08 dOMPAVOIG 
to 

the COMAUVA Of 
the 

WtUt	 at

#1. 197,7). Ono would axpoet that 
the 

release of aloctrona acroso tho.

lvkagrm a 6pauaa mid locta a0molera t toll boeolikon loom proba"Old 48 
the 

JAARIUA

loadiq iAtronaos In the boundary region near' 
the 

magnotopauso " Yet .we Ind

that the miatwum 
in 

t im QloctO ►  flux is appa roll Lly RRROCUtOd With the Ae. t IV 4

homisplwo whiell Presumably 11AU Lila hi4or plasma density, 
We 

Propose that

raldLivoly 8111411 dirr4rdaeos in than "w4vo voloottr" discuo god in 014 lost

vottloo could produeo a mialmum 14 plasm loading And ) hoocow	 required

tiodulation (Volt; at 41 * 0 1979b) - Although tho most plausiblo pl4sm about

jwdol, the boat Wiated disk, does not Involve a loa4itudinal, 	 of

010, "w1wo ViAoelty, ,, such dit-Toeoneed may still ox of tit '010 rolluired
©	 i

louaitudo to prodoco,	 as odulatim Ill any 000 1 the fino vtructui* ift

thQ dot  i^,toarly requires oomo Antimth4l 4aymmatry. Figovo 18 illvttraWa

strom lines vu * radial distaaeo and X 111 ad they wooUtoar to, talc observerAPP

in 
the davu morldimit Noto that ao, oboarvov oat

	
suhaQlar Aiievidiaxi would

sad as nomawhat diffaroat picture, 
because 

0a mapettopaxfaQ 
is 

aot, aymmatrit. A

difforoato, in expansion V4104ity was illtrodae4d, 4QtvQon 
the 

activa a► d

Ionativa holaisphotoo vitI l 
the 

transition from 
the 

imativ4 to the active

holaisphora at X111 m 2400 . With to slower axpausion volo^^Ity In the active

homisphuroo a ravafo4tioo rogloo will develop At this boondaryo )wbic ► arrive)

at the dawn. wagnato ►iausa when X111 2400 is at 
the 

oubsolar, point, This

stuall region should have as lo lwar pla gma. density than either the a4tivo tat

inaotiva 'holaispheros t aod It -is precisely this sharp mitiLvium whial is tim

tho tlodk vitod(tlo It. is also evideat fvotw V18-1 And 1$ :that

Voyajor ru in its i0ouod trajactovy (40 to 60 t\ j) would 4Au',Quv1t%V Lila

ft, - raf-aetion ragioa at about Llia sa%o aubsoj4r loliaitada. t\ I'log %4ximual would

LCP
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be expected when the transition from the" active to ina dtiva hemisphere reaches

the dawn ►"gn ► tosphare.

The maagnetodisk crossings during the outbound passes of 'Voyager occurred

primarily between the two solid stream lines (Fig. 18) which start at X11,1

530 and 900 . With al 10,4 0 dish, all crossings would have boaa near those

lines; with a bent disk, they would have o6 ,  reed mostly near„ the canter of

this region. Since the available data come rom only one hemisphere and were

not taken n6ar the interesting region for ti cloth model, we call onl y argue

„ that the proposed modal is plaa►si.ble To resolve this question, we lamed.

plasma sheet arossiugs ire the southern lien ►i€a here and near the dawn maridiao.

C;	 n

^	 Summary E►aasl _.^S^T3^ l^taaio ►a^	 ^'	 ,

	The dovian tlla aftetota ►il at solar 	 between 900 and 1400 lit the

a
dawn direction possesses a. thin asma ► sheet whose effects have been observed

	

.^	
out to 160 R . Trapped onoaelectrons^ et' a e3	 2Q. to 1 Mel .and k	 (0. 4

	

(}^rJ	 ^`	 T 1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 pro tons

to 8 Mav) are confined to this ibk to witallin a flaw degrees in latitude, In
r

the tall lobe, interplanetary protons above 2 NO were already encountered at

42 ltj only 150 above the disk and ware :found considerably closer to the click

at lreaatar distances. This is taken as strong evi.detace that these t;i eld... tines

are open and thus would facilitate, the eso^pe or energetic part;i.r:los which

reach them through a process like cross_ field diffusion,

The well-organized plasma sheet &&pews to bre4k down near the

maagnetopatttse. The disappearance of the plasma disk is particularly noticatble

In "the modulation of the electron flux. 	 5). At a► distance of about 15

itd inside the ma gnebopause, the eleatron flux increased to its prior value In

the plasma sheet and remained +ttaat high even in the sheath region outside the

magncatopa4ase. , ntensity changes became smaller: and less regular. Thee region

inside the Ixsgt;otopduse appears to be a boundary layer, ” Gurnotte at al.

c_..n...,t,• ♦..a.az r.,.y .u,. ._	 <....... r jr. rSC	 -` ,s4d.4r:. ^ ., ,a...s3 a ^. m.s,	 .rwm .ia. 	

C„ r 
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(1900) identified the boundary layer by the anhaarcad population of thermal

oloctr000 however, the boundary layer Oaf ined by thermal, electrons aappearr# to

be thicker. for iustaanca, during 0% Voyager 1 outrbound, pass Gurootta at

aal,.(1980) observed the thermal electron boundary layer starting tat 100 hd ►

wiail.e the boundary layer for aaargotic electrons starts at 135 .145 Rd.

Congaaavaable proton ,fluxes ware observed in the plasma shoat by Voyner 1

and 2. The flux ? 0.4 M4V protons decreased by about three orders of

magnitude from 20 to 90 ttd and then remained relaativel,y coanstaant. The flux

ittereased again by almost an order  of magnitude Ins tho boundary layer, at

least if the boundary had been comprossad recently. in the plasma cheat and

boundary laayort the speetr ur► is best represented by 
an 

exponential in rigidity

C wit
h	 . _ _..	 nak . ^ ^ 5tt	 ^n deaf, Prat on. attiectra . mare+ withE	 with as ctaairatc^er^.s^3.Tc_ t^i1^-4^^ ,^a. xr.r ^ s.

c

interplanetary spectra in thethe tall, Lobo (to ? $00 kaV), become quite croft as

the pl.asm4 sheath is atppruaached (to - 20 keV) and theca harder again (t o tv 50

a keV) at the center Of the plasma sheet. 'Tito plasma shoot it% the taai.l is quite

acti,val both proton aacc oration and fial.d , aAlisnad stuadm i.ng have bQect

observed, lfiatder these o and.i.tiotns both energy spectra and intensities Cann

depend seAsiti,vely cant direction relative to the magnetic :Field •

Ouriog most of the outbound passes of Voyagers 1 and 2 1 proton and

eloctron modulationa tracked each other.* closely- Thera is as tendency for t:1n06

ol.ecttrdn flux to show less of at dip than protons between two closely spaaceti

t► n eut.rdl -aheet oroositagaa or a pproaacht^s-+ Most flux eltaangeas `ubsetvdd in 2 — And

a-HaV electrons were in phase; thus the 1.a t'k of differential drift, i udicllLed

l.cac:a:l efrects. Ina the region, or disk ttrcdel cout.rol t the elactroat spectruzlr' r ^\

	

s	 from 2 to 12 HaV was sorter ueaa't" a x-inauttt ,flux, i. o. • near ^t<he' pt sma sheet.

This relation was reversed- In the boundary layer annad, outside the

	

^
!
+	 ma+gnaetopa ti e, in the sheath and itaterplaataet. aary space, where tthFa clock model

	

l	

aappl,iat- It shoml.d be noted, however, thatt modulation of the intensities, and
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spectra in this region was not nearly as consistent as inside 140 RIJ•

The Pioneer 10 and 1 1 missions established (Smith ')et' &L, 1974) that a

well developed current sheet exists near the magnetic equator inside of
7 , J

in the dawn direction. The Pioneer It outbound pops indicated that the
0

trapping region to thicker near the subsolor meridian than at - 300 from the

Jupiter-Sun line. Betwee ► '20 and 30 Rj in the antisolar direction, Voyager 2

observed an energetic particle population which covered almost as large a
A

latit6dinal extent as was observed at -300 fro-i'A the subsolar direction and not

nearly as thin as at it solar aspect of -900. It is doubtful that this large

an effect Is doe to temporal changes, and we bel4va this observation

a	 J U	 "a -ae t 	 lia plcas)-Mcak dovaus indead expand 	to the41urnishas evidence that. the mov, tosphar l 	 U au	 d inI 	 6%;

tail, but because of the finite velocity the expansioa had just barely

affected the plasma sheet from 20 to 35 i4 near the antisolar direction.

The many approaches to and crossings of the plasma sheet by Pioneer 10

and Voyagers I and 2 give plasma sheet positions at several latitudes and

longitudes. These positions can"be compared to predictions by models of the

plasma sheet configuration in an attempt to gain an overall description of the

plama 6heat. Various interpretations based upon Voyager data have been

published by Bridge et al. (1979), Carb*ry ( 1980), Ness et ale (1979b) $ Vogt

et al. ( 1979a , b) and Vasyliunas and Dessler (1980). Most of these authors

used the model described by KivelSonLet al. (1978) which involves twisting the

dipole equator through an angle O(R), , around the Jovian spin axis, and the

possibility of beading it as a function of distance towards the Jovigtaiphic

equator	 In this paper, ",_̂wisted disk" refers to a model with the

kt
plasma sheet at a constant latitude of 10-4 0 , and "bent twisted disk" allows

the latitude to decrease, as a function of distance, to values below 10-40.

From this analysis we =clude that the Voyager 2,,data, with geaerally
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two crossings for each Jovion period, are consistent with both the twisted

disk and beat twisted disk models. For the simple twisted disk, the angle of

rotation depends not only on radius but also on longitude, as first pointed

X/.'
out by Vogt at al. (1979b). The implications of this model are descri id ,in

more detail by Vasyliunas and Desslar (1980). Results from both mislions

taken together favor the beat twisted disk not only because of the absence of

Voyager I neutral sheet crossings beyond 80 Rp but also because Voyager 2

observed essentially the same. 	 velocity between 30-55 Rd a,t both

crossings, while Voyager I found a significant difference in this region (Fig.

13 and Table 5). Because of the difference, between the two trajectories (Fig.

14) this is exactly what would be expected from a bent twisted disk In the

absence of azimuthal asymmetry, BetweenR)O and 60 ► J , our results with the

beat twisted disk agree with Bridge at al. (1979). Our results differ from

the model identified by C ►rbary (1980) as "Wavy XV in that the maximum plasma

sheet excursion in his model reaches a fixed amplitude while our results

require that tlP. maximum excursion grows as -R tan 6 0 . One feature of the

bent twiste disk model is thatdiffereat amounts of beading are required to

fit data from the three missions; no or little beading was present during the

Pioneer 10 pass, beading from 10-4 0 to 60 for Voyager 2 and to 50 for Voyager

I. Changes in the plasma loading in the magnetosphere should Af fact the

departure of the plasma sheet from the dipole equator. Since temporal changes

are known to occur, It is quite possible that the amount of bending was

different for each mission.

A new result of our detailed analysis is 

tj 

ie Jinding that the wave speed

changes significantly between 50 and 70 Ri (Fig. 13 and I$). This was not

realized by the other investigators and explains why quite different wave

speeds can be obtained depending on the exact range over which the data are
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fit. Magnetic perturbations propag4to with the AlfYon, group velocity alon g ,9

field lines, and Kivekson at al * (1978) and Carbary (1900) have equated the

,wave velocity discussed above with the Alfven velocity. A comparison between

the wave velocities derived from the three missions and the corotation

velocity Is shown in Figure 19, A general criterion for corotatiqA is.that

the Alfvan velocity exceeds the corotation velocity. If taken literally)

Figure 19 allows that corotation should cease near 30 It j but become possible:

again beyond 70 Rj . However, the interpretation of 010. wave ValOCitV 48 an

Alfvan velocity hasivt bean firmly established, and in the model of Northrop

at al. (1974) no such association can be made.

The bent twisted disk model accounts for the overall plasma sheet
L

location; however, the additional flux peaks observed by both Voyagers between

40 and 60 Itj are difficult to explain without a XIIT dependent asymmetry.

Such an asymmetry is also required by the "clock" modulations of electrons in

the outer magnetosphere and interplanetary space.

The degree of corotation of the plasma, sheet In the magnatotail is yery

important because it determines whether the Jovian plasma escapes down the

tail or piles up at the dawn magnetopause In a boundary layer. In the latter

case ) a part of this boundary layer would still escape along the tail, but a

substantial fraction should continue to rotate with Jupiter and be

recompressed to form a thick boundary layer in the subsolar hemisphere. As

yet no consistent picture has emerged from the experimental evidence. The

lack of complete corotation between 20 and 45 Rj in the subsolar hemisphere

was demonstrated from plasma data by McNutt at al; (1979; see also McNat and

Delcher, 1980). Analysis of the first order anisotropy in the energetic

proton flux (B > 0.S MeV) has been the other, : ma:3or source of data on

corotation, However, first order anisotropies have to be corrected for flux
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gradients and higher order anisotropies (Northrop and Thomson 1980), resulting

in a significaaC reduatton in the accuracy with which the corotation velocity

can be determined. On this basis McDonald at al. (1979) mound that corotation

was not present beyond 70 Rj in tba subsolar hemisphere (Pioneer 10). Carbary

at al. (1980) have interpreted their Voyager data to imply that much of the

magnotosphere is relatively close to corotation, Our preliminary analysis of

Voyager 1 observations in the tail is consistent with corotation even at 100

hJ.

It would appear that the degree of corotation must be subject to

significant temporal as well as spatial variations. For instance a major

injection of gals from lo would significantly slow down corotation in the torus

region and affect the outer magnetosphere only hater. The neutralizeti,qu of

ions in the torus region discussed by Eviatar at al. (1976) permits oecape of

neutrals from the inner ma►gnarttosphere without affecting' kthe outer

magnetosphere CorotarRtion determines the extent to which Jupiter's angular

momentum is coupled to the magnetosphere and therefore plays
,
a key role in the

energetics of the whole magnetosphere; it is particularly signikicant towards

understanding the dawn magnetosphere.

s

	

	 The Voyager missions confirmed the "clock model modulation (Chenette at

al:, 1974) of the Jovian electron flux just outside the magneiopause and in
II

the boundary layer. A large phase shift occurred in the 8-MeV electron flux

between the region where disk 'model modulation dominated and,the: outer

region. Surprisingly enough, the phase of the softest electron flux did not

change. Softer spectral were found near maximum flux in the disk model, region

and near minimum flux in the clock model. region..

In trying to understand the modulation of the electron flux and spectrum

in the boundary layer[ and magnatosheath, we 'have assumed a `'substantial degree
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of corotaton. Some electrons presumably diffuse onto open field lines and

escape throughout the tail region; however, a major release point should be

near the dawn magnetopause. In this region the corotating plasma should form

a thick boundary layer and a relatively unstable nagnstopause. If this holds

tre 6 then the electron modulation can be associated with the active

hemisphere and, when account is taken of the propagation delay, minimum flux

corresponds to a subsolar longitude, AIX, - 240
0
 . This type of modulation 	 j

E

clearly requires a longitudinal asymmetryo and we suggest that a region with

the least amount of plasma loading would arrive; at the dawn magnetopause at
1

the appropriate phase if a separation occurred' at the boundary between the

active and inactive hemispheres. This should be observable as a difference in,

the wave velouity'and May be due to a somewhat greater departure from

corotati.on in the active hemisphere. Unfortunately the available data Pre

ineonclusi.va ,, on this point, and additional observations are required in the

southern hemisphere and at more favorable longitudes.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Jupiter encounter trajectories projected into the ecliptic plane

for pioneer 10 and Voyager 1 and 2. Tick marks were placed to indicate

the start of a new day." The two;piagnetopause positions shown correspond

to typical. high and low solar wind pressures.

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the Voyager LET instrument. The detectors are

enclosed in an aluminum housing with an average thickness of 0.025

inches.

Figure 3. Orthographic projection of unit vectors representing the look

directions of the four LET detectors (A, B, C, and D) during the outbound_,

pass of Voyager 1. The ecliptic plane is within 3 0 of the Joviographic

equator. The angles from the +R direction are OA = a04o, ^B = 1650, OC =

1240 and ¢D = 690 , and the inclination angles are D A - 660 , 3B - 190 , aC

-660, and dD - 160 . The positions shown applied at 55 RJ and were

within f 150 from 30 RJ to the magnetopause

Figure 4. Electron (2.6-5.1 MeV) and proton fluxes (16 minute averages)

observed between 20 and 130 RJ during the outbound passes of Voyagers "1

and 2 towards -1150 and -1370, respectively, from the Jupiter-Sun line.

Electron and >1.8-MeV proton fluxes above 103/cm 2 sec ster are uncertain
l

	

K €	 because of large corrections and are plotted only to show relative

trends. The proton fluxes were derived from averages of three LETS (A B

,t
D for Voyager 1 and A C D for Voyager 2) .The electron-flux is based on a

triple coincidence channel of the HET covering electrons with ranges

between 4 and 10 mm of Si.
	f	

Figure 5. The fluxes shown in Figure 4 are extended from 130 to 250 R J . The

shading near the distance scale indicates when, the spacecraft were in the

z
Magnetosheath.



Figure 6. " Proton momentum spectra for 64 min. intervals observed during the

outbound pass of Voyager if Spectra at 34 . 2, 59.0, 64.9, and 116.9 Ri

were observed during plasma sheet crossings; the 42.4 Rj spectrum

represents interplanetary particles observed 150 above the magnetic

equator; and the 146 p,,j spectrum shows 0A particle population observed

prior to the first magnatopause crossing.

Figure 7. Result of least squares fit to 64 min. averages of the Voyager 1

LET A pulse height distributions. tv differential spectrum. of the form

j (E) KE-112 exp -VTITO" was fit to the data; this is equivalent t o J(p)

X,exp-p/po. The top panel shows the differential flux at 1 MeV and the

lower panel gives the characteristic energy, Bo•

Figure 8. Result of least squares fit to 15 min. averages of Pioneer 10

observations during the outbound pass. The top panel shows the proton

counting rate in a detector with a geometric factor of 0.015 c►li2 seer,

and the lower 'panel gives the characteristic energy for the same spectral

fit as Figure 7.

Figure 9. Field aligned flow of protons with energies above 0.4 HeV away from

Jupiter observed with Voyager 1 near 98 Rj. LET B is pointed anti-

parallel to the field line towards the planet and LET A perpendicular to

the field. The peak flux in LET B of 830 protons/cm2 sea seer is about

40 times the flux observed at the other plasma sheet crossings -near 100

Rj -

Figure 10. Proton momentum spectra averaged over 64 min. observed during the

streaming event near 98 Rj • The spectrum of protons streaming along the
A

magnetic field is characteristic of particles} gapped near the neutral

sheet. The near 90 0 pitch angle particles (LET A) have a spectrum

similar to,that observed in the acceleration event near 59 RJ.
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Figure 116 Isometric projection of the neutral sheer position as described by

the rigid disk model (F 9. 11A) and by a bent twisted disk (Fig. 11B).

The disk is illustrated by equally-spaced concentric circles; the x

dimension has been multipled by 3 to enhance the 8 . 10.4 0 "d pole ti1:t.

®(R) in Fig. 11A shows in the ecliptic plane the delay angle used in

computing Figure 11B. In both figures the inclination of the two inner

rings is 10.4 0/^ut decreases to 6.40 for the outer ring in figure 11s.

Figure 12, Comparison of Voyager 2 plasma sheet crossings at various

distances from Jupiter. LET A is indicated by x, LET C by q , and LET D

by •

Figure 13. Changn In plasma sheet crossing corrected for lead or lag relative

to .dipole tilt for a 1 11 .+0 inclinati,ou of the plasma sheet. The angle

plotted is VIII 20.$ #cos -1 (tan 6/tan 10,4) , where 6 is the local

spacecraft latitude. Solid circles refer to leading crossing or	 j

approaches in the active hemisphere and open circles to the lagging

crossing or approaches.

Figure 14. Maximum excursion from the Jovigraphic equator or dipole equator

,(,R tan 10.4 0) and of bent disk (R tan d o ) . The Voyager trajectories are

shown by dashed lines. The values for 6o were derived from the Voyager 1
,,;	 1

and '2 data under the assumption of equal wave velocity at the leading and

lagging crossings.
;a

Figure 15. Changes in plasma sheet crossings corrected for lead and lag

relative to the bent disk shown in Fi9ure^t 14. The angle plotted

is 
arrI	

20.8° f cos-1 (tan 6/tan
0
) where d is the spacecraft

latitude. Solid circles refer to leading and open circles to lagging

crossings or approaches.	 ^x

Figure 16. Fluxes and rel=ative intensities of 2.5- to 5- anc'8- to 12 MeV

electrons as observed with Voyager 2. , Data from 7/19 to-7/21 (118 to 140

x
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Rj ) were taken in the disk modulation region and data from 7/26 to 7/29

(194 to 225 ltd ) in the clock modulation region.	 Dashed lines correspond

to time of softest spectra predicted by clock model ( XII	 2400 at the

subsolar point).	 0

figure 17.	 Histogram of the ratio of low- (2-5-5 MeV)ito high- (8-12 MeV)

energy electron fluxes versus	 III of the jovian subsolar point.	 The

upper panel gives Voyager 2 data Accumulated in the boundary and sheath

region near the magnetopause (162-279 Rj ).	 The lower panel gives Voyager

2 post-encounter dat4 averaged from September 29 to November 11, 1979.

Figure 18.	 Illustrations of plasma,sheet stream lines vs. radius for

different velocities in the active and inactive hemispheres. 	 The

following radial velocities were used for this illustration; 	 active

hemispherep 20 Rj/hr. to 65 Ri and 50,Rj/hr. 65 to 150 Rj ; inactive

hemisphere, 50 Rj /hr.	 Notice the rarefaction region at transition from

inactive to active hemispheres and the enhanced flux region at transition
U

from inactive to active hemisphere.	 Solid stream lines gives approximate,

positions of neutral sheet crossings for `twisted disk (10.40

inclination).

Figure 19.	 Jovian corotation velocity vs. distance. 	 The rectangles give the

wave velocities And their uncertainties (Table, )5) derived with the bent

twisted disk model for the plasma sheet positions.
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